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JOY REID: Well, if you took a snapshot of the country right now, here is what you’d see. On the
one hand, you have all-out war as the American right and the party it has consumed — the
Trumpist Republican party — takes aim at every civic and cultural institution, from whether we
live or die from Covid to our schools and history and democracy itself, banning books, senators
defending Nazi salutes and unhinged anti-vax protests at school boards. And the most popular
conservative cable news host, going full Alex Jones, promoting a fringe conspiracy theory about
the January 6 insurrection being a false flag. So, that is all happening. And we're going to get to
that later in the show. But right now, there’s also a war on the Democratic side. Today we saw
President Joe Biden declare victory, putting everybody on the spot and announcing a new
framework for Build Back Better before he got on a plane and headed to Europe, where he plans
on telling everyone that America is back, but the situation on the ground in D.C., as usual, is
more complicated than that.

(....)

7:20:50 p.m. [TEASE]
12 seconds

REID: Plus, Tucker Carlson's dangerous propaganda, leading the culture war and teaching
Republicans how to rewrite and reframe not just history, but the things that are happening right
now before our very eyes.

(....)

7:32:35 p.m. [TEASE]
13 seconds

REID: It's almost time for Halloween and there is a monster in our midst. Far-right elements of
the Republican Party creeping out of the shadows and into the political mainstream. Are you
frightened yet? You should be. We'll be right back.

(....)

7:38:16 p.m.
1 minute and 45 seconds

REID: [Tucker Carlson] honestly seems to be pushing fascistic propaganda that January 6 was a
government plot to target conservatives. That is a lie, full stop. A lie. This special is gonna air on
the network’s streaming platform. But he used the main Fox News platform to promote it and
streaming online is actually, potentially more dangerous. It can go more viral that way. Fox News



is basically letting him go full InfoWars in prime time. He is no different at this point than Alex
Jones. Tucker is the main actor teaching the right how to normalize fascism, white nationalism,
and white supremacy and now he is priming easily at least a third of this country's adult
population to go all in on this radical rewrite of January 6 and with it, to normalize violence. Just
listen to this man in the audience at an event held by the right-wing organization Turning Point
USA just this week.

[TPUSA CLIP]

REID: And to be clear, while Charlie Kirk denounced that question at the time, only because it
plays into the wrong hands. The appropriate answer would have been to say never. But there is
no bottom for these people. But back to Tuckums. When it comes to his latest propaganda effort,
a handful of the usual suspects on the Republican side have spoken out. Adam Kinzinger called it
disgusting, and Liz Cheney said correctly that Fox “is giving [him] a platform to spread the same
lies that provoked...January 6” to begin with. And tagged Rupert Murdoch and several
executives, including former House Speaker Paul Ryan. Remember him? Former norm core
Republican? Even Fox personality Geraldo Rivera slammed Tuckums for the documentary,
which he called “inflammatory and outrageous.” As for the network itself, though, it's crickets.
Rupert Murdoch? Oh, he is busy giving Trump a giant platform on his other outfit, The Wall
Street Journal. And what about the leadership with the Republican party? You know, the folks
who happily trot out — trot on over to his program when it suits them, Kevin McCarthy, Mitch
McConnell, Lindsey Graham, nothing. So when Tucker Carlson, Fox's in-house promoter of
white nationalist, white replacement theory begins his three nights of serving up an unhinged
version of January 6 to radicalize the widest audience possible, remember that Republicans said
nothing and unleashed this monster on all of us.

(....)

7:41:02 p.m. [TEASE]
11 seconds

REID: And up next, they're not just saying the quiet part out loud anymore. They are shouting it
from the freaking rooftops. More on the GOP's embrace of violent ultra-nationalism. After the
break. Stay with us.

(....)

7:45:19 p.m.
8 minutes and 2 seconds

REID: One of the guests on Tuckums’s show last night shortly after he unveiled his propaganda
to rewrite the January 6 insurrection was Glenn Youngkin, the Republican candidate for governor
of Virginia. The new poster child for the Republicans’ current twisted priority of banning books
when they're not trying to reenact Fahrenheit 451. Republicans are continuing to lose their minds
over the Justice Department's effort to protect school board officials threatened with violence



over race-conscious lessons and mask rules. At a Senate hearing with Attorney General Merrick
Garland, perennial Absolute Worst candidate Ted Cruz once again proved there is no bottom. 

[CRUZ CLIP]

REID: Joining me now is California congressman Eric Swalwell. He was an impeachment
manager early this year, and Cynthia Miller-Idriss, professor at the School of Public Affairs and
School — School of education at American University and the author of Hate in the Homeland:
The New Global Far Right. Representative Swalwell, your thoughts on Ted Cruz defending the
Nazi salute. He later said well, he was just defending parents' rights to denounce authoritarian
policies. As if Nazis are not authoritarian. Your thoughts.

CONGRESSMAN ERIC SWALWELL (D-CA): Imagine wanting to own the libs so bad, Joy,
that you would defend the Nazi salute to a Jewish attorney general. I mean, that's where they are
right now. Good evening, Joy. Good evening, professor. But this also is defending the violence
that many are taking against school board members across America. Maybe I'm a little sensitive
to this. My working class dad ran for and was the president of a school board. It's one of the
hardest jobs in America. But we now see Republicans believing that people not only have a right
to go to the school board, but they have a right to go there and incite and threaten violence
against people making decisions about our kids' education. And Ted Cruz is cool with it. He just
doesn't want the police to get in the way.

REID: Yeah, you know, and Professor Miller-Idriss, welcome to the show. Again — I think —
back to the show, I should say. When you have norm core supposedly Republicans like Glenn
Youngkin, who is running in Virginia, people like Ted Cruz who used to be, you know ‘I'm a
fiscal conservative., That used to be his thing. ‘I'm a constitutional conservative.’ But they're now
normalizing and rubbing elbows with open white nationalism, white replacement theory, some
really dangerous ideologies that are designed to whip up, you know, particularly white men and
working class white men, non-college white men. And then you have one of those working class
white men, or we don't know his class or whatever show up at an event and say when do we get
to start killing, I don't know why anybody is surprised, but are you surprised that's where we are? 

CYNTHIA MILLER-IDRISS: I'm not surprised anymore and thanks for having me back. It's
good to be here. Good to be here with you both. You know, I think what we're seeing here is
under the guise of free speech, a lot of the veneer of kind of respectability that — that — that
mainstream politicians and — and — and mainstream news platforms carry, you have actually
now Holocaust minimization happening, and you have real mainstreaming and legitimization of
very extreme kinds of concepts. So, free speech is fine, but — but you still have to say that was
Holocaust minimization. I mean, that was not — you cannot compare, you know, a mask
mandate or a vaccine mandate to the Holocaust. It's just — even if it's allowed, legally allowed,
it's incredibly dangerous and right — when we have holocaust denial happening online in ways
that recruit and draw people into extremist moments.

REID: You know, congressman, all of this feels like a really dangerous stew that's being created
here. You have Fox News putting Tucker Carlson on a specialty [sic] they're going to do it on



their streaming platform, which means it can go super viral, to basically do his own Alex Jones,
to go InfoWars and claim that it was all a false flag on January 6. And then the same empire,
Rupert Murdoch's empire at The Wall Street Journal, publishing a full-on letter from Donald
Trump which again promotes the big lie and denies the election was valid. They let him do that
in the hallowed The Wall Street Journal, claiming that it's legitimate to do it because it reflects
on his fitness in — for 2024. You've got people being promoted and put into place in Michigan,
conspiracy theorists are being installed in nonpartisan election canvasser positions. They're
putting the worst of the worst, the farthest right people in positions where they're going to have
the ability to look at elections and determine who wins elections. I feel like the Republican Party
is gone and you used to serve Paul Ryan. Have you heard from him lately on whether or not he
thinks there's something wrong with what they're doing at Fox? 

SWALWELL: He's on the board there and he should resign if he does not agree with what they're
doing, Joy, because right now, it's — Tucker Carlson makes a tribute video to the terrorists,
celebrates the cop killers, the message that is received by the people watching is, if we do this
again, we will be honored on Fox News. We'll get our own documentary honoring what we've
done and so people at home are making the bombs, loading the guns, sharpening the knives,
getting ready to aim their venom at whoever Tucker Carlson says is the next target. It's an
extremely volatile situation that we're in right now. And the best thing that anchors at Fox News
can do if they don't agree with it, is what I think you would do, Joy, if someone in the MSNBC
lineup had a one hour special honoring al-Qaeda, is resign. And say, if you're going to show this,
I'm not going to be part of your network. 

REID: And the thing about it is, you know, professor, I used to watch some of these ISIS
recruitment videos back when I used to do a dayside program. They were very similar in that they
showed lots of action, lots of sort of, you know, very — they were very cinematic and they were
designed to draw a certain kind of man, a sort of incel-type of young man who was frustrated by
whatever was happening in his life and get them to come for the action. This video was cut very
similarly. It’s got that sort of cinematic action movie kinda of cut. It isn't that different and so,
you know, they're trying to get angry about the fact that we’re talking about domestic terrorism,
but these videos look the videos that terrorists make. 

MILLER-IDRISS: Right. These are — these are propaganda tactics that are persuasive. They're
manipulative tactics that are used across extremist groups, across ideologies to play into a lot of
emotional kind of characteristics that draw people into these movements, that make them feel a
sense of betrayal, that makes them feel like they are being called upon to act heroically or in
some kind of courageous faction. They think they're thwarting threats to democracy, so it's a
twisting of — of — of you know, characteristics that actually may not — may have drawn them
into veterans movements — into the active duty military or, you know, to begin with or
something. They’re being drawn around same characteristics by — around heroism and
courageous action, but they're being manipulated and I think you’re seeing that very clear in these
kinds of persuasive tactics through the videos like that one.

REID: And I think I have to remind our audience that Fox News is broadcast on military bases all
over the world and, you know, there were people that had military connections that were there on



January 6th. They are trying to -- they are trying to radicalize even people in our military by
broadcasting this kind of stuff. It’s extremely dangerous. Rupert Murdoch should have to answer
for it. May the next lawsuit, congressman, ought to involve Rupert Murdoch or Tucker Carlson. I
know you’re involved in one about January 6. Congressman Eric Swalwell, Cynthia Miller Idriss.
Thank you both very much.


